
The sound of safeTy
Maximum safety in any emergency



The added value of specialisation
At TMCDAS, voice alarm evacuation systems are our core business. 

And thanks to specialist expertise and years of experience, we are 

the market leader. Moreover, we build all our systems ourselves. 

Not only does that give us unique know-how, but it also provides 

the flexibility needed to supply you with exactly the system 

you want, with a quick turnaround time and answering to your 

specifications.

Top quality in evac systems 
All our Type A evacuation systems are tested thoroughly.  

Their design, materials and production process have been 

thought through to the finest detail, so that everything meets 

the most stringent possible requirements. From control panel 

to loudspeakers, emergency power supply to amplifiers – it all 

keeps working, even in the harshest of conditions. We make no 

concessions: top quality saves lives.

Saving money through smart design
Thanks to our smart design choices, you save on installation and 

failure costs. We have integrated our loudspeakers and insulators 

into a single unit, so you will have a reduction in labor costs during 

installation. And those high-efficiency speakers produce perfect 

sound even at lower wattages, thus requiring fewer amplifiers. 

These are innovations which save you time and money. Not only 

during installation, but also in the long term when carrying out 

routine maintenance and tracing faults.

Calm and clear instructions. They are what you need when a building or complex 

has to be evacuated in an emergency. and they are exactly what TMCdas gives 

you. an evacuation system that complies with the strictest safety standards. 

Reliable, high quality systems that are already in use all over the world, in settings 

from industrial plants to hotels, office buildings to government ministries.

John Pieterse 
Safety Project Supervisor at Cofely Noordwest BV

“When it comes to evacuation systems, the safety requirements are very strict. Because of that, I only work with partners I can trust 

absolutely. TMCDAS is one of them: enthusiastic people with impressive technical know-how who stand by their products. They combine 

good value for money with products that comply with all the standards on every aspect. And they are flexible: we often work with them on 

large-scale construction and installation projects – which, of course, sometimes give rise to unforeseen situations. At TMCDAS they actively 

contribute ideas, and together we always find a solution.”



Our customers
TMCDAS’ customers include:

  The Rotterdam
  Erasmus University Rotterdam 
  Pathé Arena Amsterdam
  Royal Theatre Carré
  KLM Headquarters Amstelveen 
  Erasmus Medical Center 
  Tata Steel IJmuiden

Tim Riedeman 
Safety Manager at technical services provider Imtech

“I enjoy working with TMCDAS. Whether we’re talking about product quality, professional know-how or the agreements we reach,  

I know I can trust them. Even when the unexpected happens. For instance, half-way through a major construction project one of our clients 

suddenly needed a different model of speaker. In consultation with TMCDAS, we were very quickly able to offer them an alternative product.  

Customers appreciate that kind of flexibility. Moreover, the products are keenly priced and the design is very well thought out, with smart 

solutions that speed up installation or save you money on materials. And that gives us a better chance of submitting a successful quote in 

today’s competitive market.”

From design to maintenance
TMCDAS provides a complete package. We advise on the best 

solution for your project and then develop it in consultation with 

you. We manufacture the system itself, and if you wish can also 

arrange project management, installation, verification and final 

commissioning. After that, we offer a full service and maintenance 

programme for all the systems we supply.

The TC 8200 evacuation system from TMCDAS 
The TC 8200 is a multifunctional evacuation system, developed 

entirely in-house by TMCDAS. Combined with one or more 

control panels and loudspeakers, it provides an extremely reliable 

evacuation solution. Everyone in the building hears clear spoken 

instructions, which they can understand wherever they are, even in 

a noisy environment like a production facility.

   Central control | Even if your complex consists of several 

buildings, you can control everything from one central point.

   Automatic fault detection | The system automatically checks 

that all outbound cabling, the loudspeakers and control panel 

are working properly. Any faults or anomalies are recorded in an 

electronic logbook so that technicians can trace them easily.

   Multifunctional | The evacuation system can also be used as 

a general public address system, to signal the start and end of 

lessons in school buildings or, in hotels and the like, to play 

background music.

   Expandable | The system can be expanded in any way you wish, 

including links to a sprinkler activation alert, a gas detection 

system or a personnel tracking system.

The TC 8200 has proven its reliability at more than 1000 locations 

in many countries.



fully compliant products and procedures

Our systems comply fully with all legal requirements, all relevant European standards and all fire safety regulations. And our company  

is ISO 9001 certified. But TMCDAS is more than just compliant – we are a leader in standardization. Both our systems and our procedures 

have been approved by a specialist international certification body, meaning that we are entitled to use the CE mark under EN54 procedures. 

Annual inspections ensure that we still meet the stringent requirements. For us a matter of routine, for you a reassuring guarantee.

Evacuation systems  
from TMCDAS
   We specialise exclusively in voice alarm  

evacuation systems.

   advice and solutions based upon years  

of experience.

   In-house development of all products.

   fully certified for maximum safety

Want to know how TMCDAS can help you? Questions about 

our products and services? Interested in a demonstration, 

with no obligation? Feel free to contact us for more 

information or to make an appointment.

TMCDAS BV

Newtonstraat 18

1704 SB  HEERHUGOWAARD

The Netherlands

T    +31 85 877 0078                                         

F +31 85 877 0103

E info@tmcdas.nl

I www.tmcdas.com


